We recommend you have your Under Sink device installed by a licensed plumber.

Natural Action Technologies® Structured Water Units

Installation Instructions Under Sink Units Standard Tap
As Distributed by The Wellness Enterprise
1. Locate the cold water supply line under the sink. Normally this is on the right side.
2. Turn off the cold water supply at angle/straight stop valve. Clear the water in the pipe by
opening the cold-water tap.
3. Disconnect cold water supply hose from tap assembly and angle valve.
4. Connect each end of the Sink Unit to the ½” end of each flex hose. Hand tighten until snug,
and then add ¼ turn more. Unit can be installed in either direction, there is no one way
for the way to flow through the device. If necessary, mount the Sink Unit to the back or
sidewall of the sink cabinet.
5. Connect the top end of the Sink Unit’s flex hose to the cold-water tap by securely hand
tightening until snug, plus ¼ turn.
6. Connect the other end of the Sink Unit’s flex hose to the angle/straight stop valve, hand
tightening until snug, plus ¼ turn.
7. Turn on the water supply at the angle/straight stop valve. Ensure there are no leaks when
the tap is open or closed.
You Unit comes pre-wrapped with white plumber’s tape, ready for installation. Leave this
on for leak-proof operation. Some plumbing fixtures may require additional tape.
The Natural Action Technologies limited
lifetime warranty coverage of 10 years covers
manufacturer defects and quality issues. It
is also accompanied by a 90 day customer
satisfaction guarantee from the date of delivery.
The warranty does not include misuse, abuse,
sunlight damage, improper installation, freeze
damage, natural disaster or blemishes from the
manufacturing process. Avoid leaving this unit in
freezing temperatures with residual water inside
as impaired function may result.

For installation related support contact Natural Action Technologies 928-567-6466
For sales and other support contact The Wellness Enterprise 857-254-9880

